CMP268 ‘Recognition of sharing by Conventional
Carbon plant of Not-Shared Year-Round circuits’
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Background
 CMP268 was raised by SSE and was submitted to the CUSC
Modifications Panel for their consideration on the 27 July 2016.

 CMP268 aims to change the charging methodology to more
appropriately recognise that the different types of “Conventional”
generation pays. The change to the charging methodology would
take the form that for generators which are classed as
Conventional Carbon, the generator’s ALF should be applied to
both its Not-Shared Year-Round as well as its Shared Year-Round
tariff elements.
 The Authority sent back this modification on the 2 December 2016,
it was then sent to the Workgroup to carry out the analysis required
as directed by the Authority
 The revised FMR was submitted to the Authority on 4 July 2017
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Authority Direction
 The Authority sent their second send back decision on 14 August
2017 and directed that:
 Three areas outlined within the letter but directed that a ‘thorough
review to be carried out on the effectiveness of the legal text and
appropriate corrections made, as well as the entire FMR before it
is resubmitted’
 Noting that the direction within the original send back letter had been
fulfilled:
 ‘We are pleased to inform you that we consider that these
requirements to have been fulfilled, and note that further analysis
and assessment of the impacts has been carried out and properly
included in the FMR’
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Code Administration Consultation
Following Send back
 Three responses received
 One confidential response received.
This has not been included within the report and will be sent
separately to the Authority

 Two responses supported and confirmed that the legal
text revision supported the intent of the proposal
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Next Steps
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CMP268 Progression following send back
 The Panel is asked to confirm:
 Whether their recommendation vote remains unchanged
following the second send back
 Timescales for resubmission of the FMR to the Authority
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Timetable
17 August 2017

Send back letter discussed at CUSC Panel meeting

17 August 2017

Code Administrator Consultation issued (4.5 working
days)

24 August 2017

Draft FMR issued to Panel and Industry

25 August 2017

CUSC Panel look at responses and confirm
recommendation vote

1 September 2017

Resubmission of FMR to the Authority
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